Terrazzo Swatch Book Contents
White Series

Epoxy Matrix:
White

Aggregates:
Domestic Marble
White Series

*Epoxy Matrix:* White

*Aggregates:* Domestic Marble
Neutral Series

Epoxy Matrix:
Neutral Colors

Aggregates:
Domestic Marble
KRT - 1807
KRT - 1808
KRT - 1809
Neutral Series

*Epoxy Matrix:* Neutral Colors

*Aggregates:* Domestic Marble
Classic Series

Epoxy Matrix:
Various Colors

Aggregates:
Domestic Marble

2017 NTMA Honor Award
Classic Series

*Epoxy Matrix:*
Various Colors

*Aggregates:*
Domestic Marble
Classic Series

Epoxy Matrix:
Various Colors

Aggregates:
Domestic Marble
Pearl Series

*Epoxy Matrix:* Various Colors

*Aggregates:* Blend of Mother of Pearl and Domestic Marble

*Price Point:* Premium
Pearl Series

*Epoxy Matrix:* Various Colors

*Aggregates:* Blend of Mother of Pearl and Domestic Marble

*Price Point:* Premium

2018 NTMA Job of the Year
Glass Series

*Epoxy Matrix:* Various Colors
*Aggregates:* Blend of Glass and Domestic Marble
*Price Point:* Premium

2018 NTMA Honor Award
Glass Series

*Epoxy Matrix:* Various Colors

*Aggregates:* Blend of Glass and Domestic Marble

*Price Point:* Premium
Glass Series

*Epoxy Matrix:* Various Colors

*Aggregates:* Blend of Glass and Domestic Marble

*Price Point:* Premium

2015 NTMA Honor Award
Glass Series

*Epoxy Matrix:* Various Colors

*Aggregates:* Blend of Glass and Domestic Marble

*Price Point:* Premium

2017 NTMA Honor Award
Mirror Series

Epoxy Matrix:
Various Colors

Aggregates:
Blend of Mirror and Domestic Marble

Price Point:
Premium
Mirror Series
Epoxy Matrix: Various Colors
Aggregates: Blend of Mirror and Domestic Marble
Price Point: Premium

2018 NTMA Honor Award
Terrazzo Details
Terrazzo Cross Section

- KEY #804 Acrylic Sealer
- KEY #108 Epoxy Terrazzo with selected aggregates
- KEY #580 Flexible Membrane
  *(Cracks only or full coverage as required)*
- KEY #502 Primer
  or KEY #597 MVT Primer with KEY #502
- Prepared concrete substrate
Expansion / Isolation Joint Detail

- Standard Divider Strips (1/16" - 1/4")
- Key Epoxy Terrazzo
- Concrete Slab
- Flexible sealant between two parallel divider strips (Joint gap 1/18" - 1/4")
- Epoxy adhesive full length of strip
- Compressible backer rod filler
Optional fiberglass fabric reinforcement adhered to surface, not imbedded full depth

Key Elastomeric Membrane
#580 2” wide x 30-35 mills thick

Fill saw cut joint with Key Crack Filler #715 (or approved 100% Solids Rigid Epoxy)

3/8” Key Epoxy Terrazzo

Structure slab

Buried Control Joint / Crack Treatment

Treatment of contraction joints (sawcuts) and cracks is done in anticipation of horizontal movement.

Note: Method may also be used to treat cracks larger than 1/32” width
Divider Strip Between Colors

Key Epoxy Terrazzo Color #1

Epoxy Adhesive Full Length of Strip

Concrete Slab

Key Epoxy Terrazzo Color #2

Standard Divider Strip
Epoxy Terrazzo Coved Base

Front View - Left Out Corner

- Radius or chamfer
- 3/4” R

Sectioned Coved Base

- Grout top as required
- Radius or chamfer
- 1/16” to 1/8” setting bed
- Wall substrate
- 3/4” R
- Standard Divider Strip
- 3/8” Key Epoxy Terrazzo
- Concrete slab
- 4” to 12”

Wall substrate

3/8” Key Epoxy Terrazzo

Concrete slab
Epoxy Terrazzo Flat Base

Front View - Flat Base

1/16” chamfer (TYP)

Grout top as required
Radius or chamfer
1/16” to 1/8” setting bed
Wall substrate
Grout as required
3/8” Key Epoxy Terrazzo
Concrete slab
Sectioned Flat Base

Height on schedule

Wall substrate
3/8” Key Epoxy Terrazzo
Concrete slab
Sectioned Flat Base

Grout as required
Radius or chamfer
1/16” to 1/8” setting bed
Wall substrate
Grout as required
3/8” Key Epoxy Terrazzo
Concrete slab
Sectioned Flat Base

Height on schedule
Epoxy Terrazzo Termination

- Flooring by others. Carpet and door thresholds or other dissimilar materials
- Fill provided by other flooring contractor
- Standard Divider Strip
- 3/8" Key Epoxy Terrazzo
- Concrete Slab
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Batavia, Ohio 45103
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Western US
1315 E. Gibson, Suite D
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Setting the standard for resinous floor, terrazzo and coating solutions